Case Study
Live Union - Cyber-security Overhaul

Key Facts
- Creative Event Agency
- Based in Central London
- Work with large corporations
including Amazon, Visa and Santander
- Create events that last a lifetime in
your memory

The Client
Experts in Creativity, Strategy, Content, Production, Technology and Logistics, Live
Union are a Creative Event Agency specifically based in London all about creating
events with memories that last a lifetime...
Designing events to spark collaboration and strengthen relationships between
senior leadership roles or put the employees at the heart of the content to improve
teamwork. They also design events for Customers, sales teams, hybrid events and
major exhibitions.

The Challenge
Working with clients as large as Amazon,
Santander and the Post Office, Live Union
required a cybersecurity overhaul in order
to comply with their requirements.
With Data Protection being such a vital and
important part of any business, dealing with
clients and corporations that are not only
global, but deal with billions of personal data
sets, this requires a certain level of
responsibility from not only them but
anyone they work with.
This required a certain level of planning
and discovery for the extent of security Live
Union required in order to satisfy the clients
conditions.
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The Solution
Cloudscape were asked to work on a complete cyber
security revamp, with the importance of protecting
critical data, the project must be undertaken accurately.
We began with Cyber Essentials. Which helps you guard
against the most common cyber threats and
demonstrate your commitment to cyber security, this
was implemented as a ‘Compliance as a Service’ offering
to ensure continual adherence to the standard.
GDPR policies and procedures were put in place to
ensure that the data is managed correctly and that all
relevant suppliers handling the data re subsequently
GDPR compliant. Being such a critical list of regulations,
it’s important that every business is completely in
compliance.
To finalise the cybersecurity and protection of not only
their data but also the large corporations they work
with, we upgraded Live Union to a commercial Fortigate
firewall with the additional Unified Threat Management.
Preventing unwanted malware or various other
cyberthreats.
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